
In citing Gurung forms I use a practical text ortho-

graphy which is a transliteration of the Devanagari script

as applied to Gurung. Table 1 sets out the symbols used for

segmental phonemes.

Consonants

:

Labial
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accent, or high tone (symbolized by ')

vowel length (symbolized by •>

The symbols given represent unit phonemes, combinations

of which interact to produce special phonetic realizations

in the following cases:

(i) Geminate central vowel. The most commonly

lengthened vowel is a, but there is considerable variation

between speakers as to the quality of the geminate a. In

the speech of my major informant, Deu Bahadur, the lengthened

vowel was lower in articulatory position, in addition to

being phonetically longer or, occasionally, rearticulated.

In the speech of his wife, Ras Kumari , on the other hand,

the lengthened vowel had the same mid central articulation,

[A], as the short vowel. The reason for this variation

appears to be that the language is in transition from

a five to a six vowel system. The adoption of a second

central vowel, with lower articulatory position, is probably
2

influenced by Nepali, which has two central vowels.

(ii.) Palatalization. The apico-alveolar affricates

and fricative coalesce with a following y to become

alveopalatal : sya*mgo [sa*mgo] 'billy', cyo [tsQ] 'trap'.

The same palatalizing process normally occurs before the

front vowels i and e: jxilge [dz h
i
h lgv£] 'rice straws',

seba [sdbA] 'to dance'. Word medially, however, it

fluctuates: ba*je [ba*dze] ~ [ba*dze] 'grandfather', and I

have found three words where it never occurs: £x\ [tsl^]

'undergrowth', £\ [tsi] 'splinter', and ^iriba [siribX]

2
The man's contrastive system is likely to dominate also

because of the greater phonetic distance he establishes
between the two syllable nuclei, thus enhancing the efficiency
of the language as a signalling system. This would be in
accord with the first principle of analogic change enunciated
by Jerzy Kury^owicz (1966:162);

'A bipartite morpheme tends to assimilate an isofunctional
morpheme which consists uniquely of one of the two
elements, that is to say, the compound morpheme replaces
the simple morpheme.'

Thus, lam [lAm] 'do', but I a • m [D: la'm] ~ [K: lA-m] 'heat'.
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•to spin thread (?)'.
3

(iii) Aspiration of voiced stops. Before breathy

vowels, voiced stops and affricates are aspirated:

dxf [d h
i
h

] 'house 1

, gxa- [g h a- h
] ' wound ', but . the aspiration

of the voiced segments is not independently contrastive,

being conditioned by the breathy quality of the following

vowel. Aspirated voiced stops are not separate phonemes in

Gurung. In the same way, there is some phonetic

breathiness of the semivowels y and w and the resonant r

before breathy vowels - which is phonetic support for my

informants' Preference for writing the x symbolizing breathi-

ness before these three segments when they occur prevocali-

cally: xya-ba [y h a- h bA] 'to go', xr[ [r h
\

h
] 'bamboo',

xwa*ba [w h |« h bA] 'to flatter', Qxyo [Qy h 6 h
] 'we (inclusive)',

pxre [pr h e h
] 'eight'.

The phonetically conditioned 'voiced aspiration' is

quite distinct from the phonemically contrastive

aspiration of voiceless segments before clear vowels:

pi-f v [pif] 'was ashamed', p
h i-f [p h if] 'bore', pxi [pl h

]

'carrying basket'. In the basic form of roots aspirated

voiceless stops do not precede breathy vowels. However, in

the negative forms of verbs whose stems belong to the 'high
4

clear' tone class, there is a morphophonemic 'spreading' of

breathiness from the negative prefix to the stem (Glover and

Glover 1972:30). If the latter has an initial voiceless

3Because of the phonetic contrast, which is minimal
contrast in the case of ix\ with ex i [tsl h

] 'knee', I earlier
(Glover 1969a: 14) described the alveopalatal segments, wherever
they occurred, as clusters of the apicoalveolar series with y.
This led to an orthography too unwieldy for literacy purposes.
An overwhelming economy in representation is achieved by
writing the simple apicoalveolar symbols before front vowels
and positing a phonetic rule which palatalizes the segments
in that environment. The cost of this economy is that in any
technical description an ad hoc marking {£ , &) is required
for the three exceptional words to show that they do not
undergo the palatalizing rule before front vowels.

4 x."The i-ntersection of the features of accent and
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aspirated segment, the result is a combination of aspiration

and breathiness in the one syllable: k h |*ba [k h |"bA] 'to be

able' , axk h x|-ba [X h k h §- h bA] 'to be unable 1
.

5

(iv) The phonemic sequence /kl/ is realized as a

voiceless lateral fricative with palatal release, [fcY]. It

is represented in the orthography by a conventional k*1 ly

(because my Gurung friends insist on this cluster as the

nearest possible Devanagari approximation to the actual

phonetic realization) . The interpretation of the segment

as phonemically /kl/ is based on considerations of symmetry,

distribution, and comparative evidence from other Gurung

dialects and from Tamang (Glover 1969a: 26-7).

(v) Accent and breathiness interact to determine the

pitch of syllables. Earlier I gave an item-arrangement

treatment of the phenomenon (Glover 1969a:55-6), but the

following rules seem more helpful. Roughly, a scheme of

three pitch levels can be considered: high, mid, low. Mid

is unmarked; voiced stop or affricate, or a breathy vowel,

or both, in t«he initial syllable lower the pitch of the word;

accent on a syllable cancels a previous lowering (restoring

mid) or raises the pitch, of the accented syllable alone, to

high in the absence of any previous lowering; a breathy

accented syllable exhibits a low-to-mid pitch glide (symbolized

[

v
]): mxe* [m2 h

]
* cow *

, mxa*ra [ma- h rA] 'gold', dxajura

breathiness defines four tone classes for monosyllables:

accent + - +

breathiness - - + +

tone class high mid rising low
clear clear breathy breathy

It thus appears that Ramanujan and Masica (1968:570) are
incorrect, from a phonological point of view, in their
tentative classification of Gurung, along with Newari, in their
group A, manifesting 'maximum utilization of aspiration, i.e.
both voiced and voiceless, sometimes also with nasals, liquids,
and semivowels'. Rather Gurung belongs in their group B, with
'aspiration in voiceless but not voiced stops' , and it has in
addition the contrastive feature of breathy vowel quality.
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[d^AdzurA] 'cane frames in cowshed roof, anero [An£ro]

'darkness', boba* [boba*] 'to bring', bela*udf [bela'udi]

' guava '

.

(vi) Verb suffixes have morphophonemi c variants (in

length of the vowel a, and in accent) according to the tone

class of the verb stem (Glover and Glover 1972:26ff.). The

basic farm of suffixes, without accent and with short a,

occurs with stems of Group 1 (high clear) and Group 4 (low

breathy): na-ba 'to pain', txu-mala 'would have been neces-

sary'. With stems of Group 3 (rising breathy), an accent is

induced on the first syllable of the suffix: txu-mala

'would have sewn', rjxe-ba 'to spill'. With stems of Group 2

(mid clear) , the vowel of the first syllable of the suffix is

lengthened to a* if and only if (1) its basic form is a, and

(2) the stem is monosyllabic: bo-ba* 'to bring',

gagridi-ba 'to twist', bi-di 'said'. And an accent is induced

on the first syllable of the suffix if and only if the stem

does not begin with a voiced stop or affricate: caidi-ba

'to need', p[-ba* 'to give', ca-ma I a 'would have eaten'.

If the stem is compound the accent of the suffix is

governed by the. second root of the compound, but the vowel is

always short: t h §-ba* 'to put*, bi-t h §-ba 'to name';

txu-ba 'to sew', txu-xya # -ba 'to finish sewing'.

6The rule for accents induced on the verb suffix by Group
2 stems is not fully clear to me. It appears that the accent
appears on the second syllable, not the first, if the vowel
of the first syllable is i and if there is a second syllable
(or clitic): la-i-mu 'have done', ta-i ro 'became, it is
said'. Also, certain suffixes such as -la 'pluperfect' do not
accept the accent with Group 2 stems: mu-la # 'was', mro-la*
'saw', although it does take the accent with Group 3 stems:
jxo- I a 'put '

.
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